
The Happiness Hypothesis
Jonathan Haidt – Exploring the question of Meaning in Life



Questions about the Meaning of Life

The Kind of Questions People ask?
What is the Meaning of Life? Very abstract!
Why Live?/What does it all mean? Ver general!
Why does it matter?/Does it mean anything? Subjective!
 Is life a gift to be embraced? Personal!
 How can our lives be meaningful? Scientific!



The Question? 

According to Haidt from a rationalist perspective

 No mythical or perfectly rational human being exist
We need to understand what kind of beings we actually 

are?
We need to understand the kind of emotional 

architecture we actually posses?
 It’s only then that we can we begin to ask 
“What is a Meaningful Life?” or
“How can we live a meaningful life?



The Question? 

 Haidt points to how modern Philosophy’s seems obsessed 
with reason and logic

 He says the perspective is sterile (scientific research shows 
that reason and logic are not the basis of human rationality, 
people also deploy intuitions, and self-serving biases)

 He says that most of Philosophy lost interest in psychology
Modern Philosophy lost touch with the passionate, textualized 

nature of human life
 there is no way to analyse the meaning of life in the abstract

 Apart from the existentialists, Philosophy lacked a deeper 
understanding of human nature



The Question? 

 Can Psychology begin to explore some answers?
 Science needs precise questions and definitions!
 Dictionaries offers over a dozen definitions for ‘life’

Word definitions
 symbolism or substitution (life doesn’t symbolise of stand for 

something else)
 Compare ‘consciousness to ‘meaning of life’
 The Meaning of life is like the holy grail, the is no answer?

 like Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy – 42
 or Monty Python – “be nice to people, avoid eating fat, read a 

good book now and then, get some walking in and try to live in 
harmony with people of all creeds and nations



The Question? 

 Haidt uses the following analogy 
 Imagine comparing life to a movie

You arrive and miss the start
then you have to leave before the ending is revealed

We seek an answer to the meaning question that can 
provide some kind of enlightenment/ or insight, an aha 
moment

 Science can at least begin to answer the how questions
 how does it work, how does a person achieve happiness?
 How does life become meaningful?
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